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Dealer Campers Inn RV of Troy
Phone: 8664970908
Email: import238261@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/18/2024

Description 2024 Forest River RV Wildwood Lodge 40FDEN, Forest River Wildwood Lodge
destination trailer 40FDEN highlights: Two Slides King Bed with Versa-Tilt Recliner
Dual Entry Fireplace Walk-In Shower While you spend your afternoon relaxing on
the L-shaped sofa or in the recliner in this Wildwood Lodge destination trailer, you
can switch on the ceiling fan for an additional breeze. The free standing dinette is
another great spot to sit down while you put together a puzzle or play a board
game, and since the kitchen is also included in this space, you can work on dinner
while still being a part of everyone else's activities. The bathroom is decked out
with a 50" walk-in shower, linen closet, and skylight, and the private bedroom also
has plenty of convenience with its king bed slide, closet, and optional prep for a
washer/dryer, and the second exterior entry door. You just can't beat the Forest
River Wildwood Lodge destination trailer! These trailers create the perfect
camping destination in and of themselves. The 8' interior ceiling is
accommodating even for the tallest person in your family, and the extra large
window package in the main slide includes cross ventilation to let the breeze flow
through. The upgraded designer furniture is going to keep your family
comfortable as they relax, and the heated/enclosed accessi-belly is a feature that
will allow you to camp in cooler weather conditions. Each model includes
stainless steel kitchen appliances, a central vacuum with a sweep attachment, a
Serta mattress, and kitchen backsplash to name a few comforts. Some new
features include solid wood core cabinet doors, an upgraded shower head, a 60K
tankless water heater, upgraded slide out fascia, and more! Call, Click, Text, or
Visit Us Today at Campers Inn of Troy and Find Your Way!! 937-440-5821
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 93160
VIN Number: 35781-93160
Condition: New
Length: 42
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 2

Item address , Troy, Ohio, United States
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